
About Safecity 

Safecity is a platform that crowdsources personal stories of  
sexual harassment and abuse in public spaces. This data which  
maybe anonymous, gets aggregated as hot spots on a map  
indicating trends at a local level. The idea is to make this data  
useful for individuals, local communities and local  
administration to identify factors that cause behavior that 
leads  to violence and work on strategies for solutions 

Abstract 

Through the Amplify Change program – Red Dot Foundation 
empowered women and girls to know their rights, understand 
gender based violence, find redressal mechanisms and have the 
confidence to report it. Through this project a safe and inclusive 
community was created. 
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1.Program Description 

1. Background 
 
Pune, the educational and cultural capital of the state of Maharashtra has a population of 5.04 million (2011 census; it is the 
ninth most populous city in India) of which 40%, an estimated 14 lakh individuals reside in slums. Pune ranks third in India in 
the total number of slums and is also referred to as “city of slums”.  
 
In March 2019, Red Dot Foundation started the Amplify Change program in two communities – Prem Nagar and Kashewadi 
in Pune. Both these communities have close to 30,000 people living in a very small area. This locality is also surrounded by 
the main market for vegetables, fruit and the timber market. Therefore it’s communities are exposed to a lot of traders 
traveling from different parts of India, making it very unsafe for women and girls living here. The community is multi-cultural 
and has people of different religions all living together. 
 
The program primarily focused on advocacy on SRHR amongst adolescent girls, children and women, including men and boys 
of the  community. Through “Youth Leaders” the community was equipment with knowledge, tools and techniques required 
to bring about social change such as making the community a safer place for  girls. During the project, the Red Dot 
Foundation team along with Youth Leaders conducted surveys, exercises such as mapping of the community, promoting 
community engagement especially during festivals, involving local governing bodies & police,  spreading awareness and 
designing interventions with relation to sexual harassment. 

1.2 Existing issues 
 
Just like in a lot of areas, sexual harassment is a serious concern in Kashewadi and Prem Nagar. Stories shared by all, revealed  
sections of deserted areas, groups of boys at street corners or along the route to college or work, dimly lit and unlit areas, 
touching, commenting and staring at girls. Girls in the community were not allowed to step out of their houses post 7 pm 
and therefore were not involved in any community activities. The  community being multi religious and traditional, have a 
protectionist attitude towards the women and girls. Women did not want to speak or share their stories for the fear of being 
blamed. They did not have faith in the police and therefore never reported most incidents. 
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1.3 Base Line Study  - Comparative report 
 

A base line study was conducted to evaluate the level  

of awareness and reporting mechanisms used in both 

communities to end violence against women and girls. 

 

People surveyed : 957 
• Women (age group 18+) 
• Girls (age group 11+) 
• Boys and men 
• Community workers 

  

Findings: 
• The results were parallel in both communities.   
•  However the Kashewadi community is less  
      aware of their rights or existing redressal  
      mechanisms  than the Prem Nagar community. 

  

Inferences: 
• 94% of the people surveyed haven't attended any training on sexual harassment before. 
• 85% had no knowledge about sexual harassment and the laws related to it. 
• A shocking 71% of the people lacked knowledge and hence were unaware on how to report. 
• Out of 116 surveyors who knew how to report, 6 individuals, i.e. only 5% of them use a platform to report. 
• With regards to the reporting  of any incident on sexual harassment - only 37% resorted to reporting to the 

police. 
• 61% of them would not speak at home to report any incident. 
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1.4  Impact at the start of program 
 
Being unaware of their rights or ways on how to address sexual violence, has had a far reaching impact on the girls and 
women living in the area. It has affected  their daily choices, restricted them from continuing their education and being 
married off at an early age - thereby depriving them of their rights and making them dependant on others. 

 
Here are few examples of the same: 

 
1. Mobility and accessibility 

a. Chaperoned and /or  limited access to public spaces. 
b. Strong sense of fear and apprehension among girls and women in accessing public spaces post 7 pm. 
c. Fear of going to school or work due to harassment along the way or at bus stops. 
d. Fear and apprehension of reporting to the police. 

 
2. Physical, emotional and psychological 

a. Society-based pressure and shame inflicted on women who have faced/reported sexual violence 
b. Restricted participation of girls in taking part in community events, awareness campaigns, building relationships 

amongst themselves and ability to speak to others. 

 
3. Sexual harassment is still considered a taboo and as a result it is not discussed freely in families making it difficult to  

collect reports and document incidents. Girls were aware of sexual harassment but preferred to narrate other people’s  
experiences rather than their own. Girls also spoke about victim blaming in the community and lack of support from family 
and elders. 
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2.Youth Leaders – Agents of Change 
 
Through our “Youth Leadership Program”, 12 Youth Leaders were groomed from the community to be agents of change. The 
Youth Leadership training was focused on developing each to analyze his or her own strengths and weaknesses, set personal 
and vocational goals, and have the self-esteem, confidence and motivation, to fully participate in community life and 
become agents for positive social change. 
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3. Outcomes, Initiatives and Results 
 
Indicator 1: 60% of the 1000 individuals who attend the workshops will feel more confident. 
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Workshops with mothers and daughters 

Conversations with boys and men 

Outcome: 
 

Workshops conducted 85 
Meetings held  155 
Anganwadis covered 29 
Total # of people covered 1179 
Women involved 484 (age group 18 to 50) 
Girls participated 454 (age group 12 to 18) 
Boys and men involved 241 (age group 14+) 
Reports collected  152 
 
Impact: 80% women and girls feel confident  to speak up, report 
harassment and address these issues to the local governing bodies 
post the project, as compared to 71% who had no knowledge of 
sexual harassment and 61% never shared an incident. 
 

3.1 Empowered Individuals 
 

Women, Girls, boys and men were equipped with the right knowledge 
and tools to curb  sexual harassment.  
It engaged 1179 people including 17% men through 
understanding sexual violence and its impact on women  
and girls, encouraged reporting, finding redressal mechanisms and 
raising their issues to the local authorities. The project also engaged 
local governing bodies (Municipal Corporators & police of the area) in 
addressing key issues. 



3.2 Community advocating for change 

 
Indicator 2: 40% of the 1000 individuals will participate in some form of action for advocacy  
 
Outcome :  
994 people from the community – youth leaders, adolescent girls, women, boys and men including 
community leaders advocated for change through : 
 

1. Street Plays & Art – creating awareness to end gender based violence – 70 (girls, women and boys) 

2. Night Rallies – 42 (girls, women and boys) 

3. Advocating for support from Police – 90 (women, girls and men) 

4. Building Inclusive networks and partnerships – initiating dialogues with stakeholder like the police 

and governing bodies 

5. Empowerment through Self-Defence workshops – 40 (Youth leaders and girls) 

6. Making boys and men an ally on women rights (SRHR) – 50  

7. Peer advocacy sessions / Family “know your rights” discussions / Home Visits – 150 people 

8. Campaigns during festivals - 150 

9. Petition Drive – 402 (women and men) 

Impact: 99.40% people from the community participated in some from of advocacy action. 
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3.2 Community advocating for change 
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1. Street Plays – creating awareness to end gender based 
violence - 70 girls, women and boys participated in street plays. 
 
Short street plays were organized that depict situations related to street 
harassment, eve teasing and sexual harassment.  It not only created a 
platform to bring awareness to important social issues, but also to engage 
the community, mainly the youth, in finding different mediums of 
expression.  
The audience shared, “sexual harassment is never openly spoken about 
and safety for girls and women is very much needed”. 
 

2. Night Rallies - 42 girls, women and boys took part in the 
night rallies. 
  
The Youth Leaders took out rallies in both communities to advocate to 
put an end to violence against women and girls. They also claimed their 
right to be out in a public space post sun down – which is frowned upon 
in the communities.  



3.2 Community advocating for change 
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3. Advocating for support from Police - 
90 women, girls and men interacted with the 
police. 
 
Interactive sessions were organized with the police. The 
aim was for the women and girls to voice their fears and 
assist by reporting incidents.  
 
Outcome : The police promised to deliver appropriate 
support and protection to female victims.  

4. Inclusive networks and partnerships established with non traditional SRHR allies like local youth 
groups and social government bodies (Anganwadi workers, NGO’s, police etc.) 
a) Swaroop Vardhini b) Seva Sahayog c) Yardi d) Neramay 5) Equal Community Foundation 



3.2 Community advocating for change 
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5. Empowerment through Self-Defense workshops 
    40 (Youth leaders and girls) participated and conducted  
    session for others. 

 
Sessions on self- defense  gave the Youth Leaders many  
tricks and techniques to develop confidence in them. 
Orientation and discussions were held on safety precautions 
on the road,  at home, in school or public places and also 
while using internet. The Youth Leaders then conducted 4 
similar activities for the others in the community. 

6. Making boys and men an ally on women rights 
(SRHR) – 50 boys and men participated in 
discussions around SRHR. 

 
Our sensitization sessions with men and boys took them 
along on the journey towards Gender Safety and Equality. 
These initiatives paved the way for the much-needed 
dialogues and interventions that help them understand 
and avoid Gender bias and make them aware of the true 
social cost of Gender Inequality. 

 



3.2 Community advocating for change 
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7. Peer advocacy sessions / Family “know your 
rights” discussions – 150 individuals 
 
The Youth leaders and women conducted sessions (some with 
family members) to educate, strengthen and support them, to 
have a voice about the issues that matter to them and find 
solutions to address them. 

8. Campaigns during festivals – 150 people were 
part of the advocacy during celebrations.  

 
Festivals are the fulfillment of cultural needs. Irrespective 
of region, religion and castes people celebrate festivals 
with joy, prosperity and happiness. Therefore it was the 
best time for the community to get together to address 
issues of safety. 



3.2 Community advocating for change 
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9. Petition Drive 
 
The community wanted to advocate for better services 
and facilities to make their area safer and meet some of 
their basic human rights. A petition drive was carried out 
in both communities. This was then presented to the 
police and the Local Municipal Corporator – Ms. Mansi  
 
Some of their demands were: 
• Better public toilets – Most of the public toilets in the 

community are locked or have no lights, doors or 
windows, making them unusable and unsafe. 

• Electricity – Street lights to be fitted in some of the 
alley ways or unlit areas of the community 

• Access to the community center – Some of the girls 
have no access to the community center (Anganwadi 
centers). 

• Police Patrolling – Request to have police patrolling in 
the community especially in open areas. 

• CCTV cameras – Police installed CCTV cameras to be 
installed in some of the frequently used places e.g. near 
the temple, playground etc. 
 

• 40.44% (ie. 402 people) advocating for change with 
authorities: 

 Kashewadi - 250 
 Prem Nagar - 152 

 
 

Accepted and Signed Petition Letter – Municipal 
Corporator Ms. Mansi Despande. 

Accepted and Signed Petition Letter  by the Police  



3.3 Case Studies 
 

Indicator 3: At least 5 instances of data being used to change/improve SRHR knowledge/ attitudes/ behavior 
synthesized, which is used for evidence-based advocacy and policy engagement. 
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Case Study 1:  
 
“Lock down at sun down” 
 
A 17 year old girl in the community of Prem Nagar, secretly disclosed to us on one of our initial meetings – that 
her family would not let her out of the house, not want her to go for further extracurricular activities or studies 
after school or even with her friends to the other parts within the same community. 
She missed out on all festivities and social interactions because of  the fear of harassment, the taboo around 
speaking about it and lack of a reporting mechanism. 
 
One on one meetings with her family and multiple sessions (mothers and daughters) on handling harassment and 
reporting mechanisms – helped convince and gave her  mother the the confidence to let her participate in the 
“Youth Leadership Program” as a Youth leader.   
 
The Youth Development Program helped her to analyze her own strengths and weaknesses, set personal and 
vocational goals and built the confidence in her to excel in all areas. This was appreciated by her family and 
thereafter she was encouraged to engage in the program even after 7 pm. Today she visits her friends post school, 
socialises with others and helps with errands. 



3.3 Case Study 2 
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“Eve Teasing and commenting “ 
 
One part of the community in Prem Nagar is a spot for young adolescent boys to hang out. 
They are normally in a large group and hang out all times during the day. 
 
When we started the Amplify Change project in this area, this place was marked as an unsafe place by most of the 
girls. The reports showed eve teasing, commenting, catcalls and whistling. 
 
Our Program officer and some of the  Youth Leaders approached the leader of the boys and invited him along 
with his group to join, in an attempt to share our work on creating safe and inclusive spaces. But he refused to 
accept the offer or participate. They then took a different approach by inviting him to a technology session which 
was to showcase “An App”. 
 
At the start of the session they were distracted  and passed a lot of comments. However with time and seeing the 
features and functions of the Safecity app, the data  and stories, the legislation, a few videos on harassment and 
its effect on girls - they became quite serious. 
 
During the feedback session, these boys shared that they did not know or realise how commenting and 
harassment could have such a drastic effect on a person’s life.  
 
A few months later, the girls shared that the boys had stopped passing comments and it was no longer difficult or 
fearful to pass that way. 



3.3 Case Study 3 
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Petition Drive: 
 
Through the reports collected and community mapping exercise carried out the community felt that they need to 
advocate for better services and facilities to make their area safer and meet some of their basic human rights. A 
petition drive was organized with specific demands, which they presented to the Local Municipal Corporator -     
Ms. Mansi Despande and to the police. 
 
Some of the demands were: 
Better public toilets – Most of the public toilets in the community are locked or have no lights, doors or windows 
making them unusable and unsafe. 
Electricity – Street lights to be fitted in some of the alley ways or unlit areas of the community. 
Access to the community center – Some of the girls have no access to the community center (Anganwadi centers). 
Police Patrolling – Request to have police patrolling the community especially in the open areas. 
Police installed CCTV cameras to be installed in some of the frequently used places. 
 
The police have already increased their Beat Patrols and have assured the community that one Women Constable 
will be assigned to hear their issues on a monthly basis through sessions held in the community. 
 
The Local Municipal Corporator   - Ms. Despande has promised to fulfill all the demands put forward by the 
community.  
 
Both the Police and the Municipal Corporator have acknowledged and signed the petition letter. 
 

 
 



3.3 Case Study 4 
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Restarts education: 
 
Meenal (named changed) an 18 year old girl  doing her 1st year Bachelor of Arts in a renowned college was being 
sexually abused by a family member (her cousin). This had been happening since an early age. She gave up going to 
college as she was unable to concentrate and was suffering from depression.  
 
Post attending the workshops and seeing her peers reporting incidents or sharing stories – gave her the courage to 
speak up. She also got her mother involved by making her attend the sessions. It was shocking for her mother to 
hear what her daughter had gone through.  
 
The interventions and sessions in the community gave her the confidence to seek professional help. In the month 
of November post Diwali - she returned to college to continue her education. 
 
This has strengthened our belief that if we help girls feel safe – they will be empowered to continue their 
education, make decisions for themselves and help them to be economically independent in the future.  
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3.3 Case Study 5 

Resistance to collaborate due to a mindset: 
  
Archana Tai, who runs classes for women and girls in the community, was very hesitant to collaborate with us. She 
would always prevent us from meeting her groups - citing some excuse or the other. 
 
One of the barriers to this collaboration was her belief of a backlash from the community, as we were addressing 
women and girls sexual health and reproductive rights – a topic the community does not openly discuss. On many 
occasions she informed us that the women will not speak, they won’t send their girls and the family members will 
strongly oppose. 
 
We tailored our approach by inviting her to speak at some of the meetings / discussions.   
After attending several meetings, workshops on “knowing their rights” and her personal discussions within the 
groups - she was surprised to see that the interventions were actually helping the girls and women.   
 
From a sustainability perspective - this collaboration helped us increase our outreach, have greater influence and 
gave us the confidence that she will carry on some of these interventions on an ongoing basis. 
 
Some of the other partner NGO’s also had apprehensions of our work in preventing and effectively addressing 
sexual harassment of women and girls. They strongly felt the community would oppose. However our approach of 
improving transparency and accountability; diffusing the power structure between the community and 
stakeholders; and  propagating values like diversity, inclusion, and respect helped us build associations to further 
our work. 



Social Media Coverage 
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1460455887447783/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1478540252306013/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1456895941137111/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1446417452184960/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1442463519247020/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1457971901029515/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1454500638043308/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1446412722185433/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1456894301137275/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1459462047547167/?d=n 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/14526503748 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1487522821407756/?sfnsn=wiwspmo&extid=bajXeDKEr7ltBdvz 

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1485490268277678&id=127466294080089&sfnsn=wiwspmo&extid=ACokm
DtsIEy9Eyiw 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B8nuGIBHhzu/?igshid=1b01qntpzn4xr 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B8V3v3xHwJd/?igshid=1qi4dcdvbq2c2 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B8C450nHwC6/?igshid=krtecj8zc5u 

hhttps://www.instagram.com/p/B7vkIHgnM20/?igshid=ylkng7c4bsr4 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B7sq6-GnvFB/?igshid=tolkz1v85lf0 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B7n-d_inYrn/?igshid=109mlch1j1cqr 
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Link to videos 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UndZHm03AYdzRLxTw2DJ5XQwq0NGiE6K 

https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1460455887447783/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1460455887447783/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1460455887447783/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1478540252306013/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1478540252306013/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1478540252306013/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1456895941137111/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1456895941137111/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1456895941137111/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1446417452184960/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1446417452184960/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1446417452184960/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1442463519247020/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1442463519247020/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1442463519247020/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1457971901029515/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1457971901029515/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1457971901029515/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1454500638043308/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1454500638043308/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1454500638043308/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1446412722185433/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1446412722185433/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1446412722185433/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1456894301137275/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1456894301137275/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1456894301137275/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1459462047547167/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1459462047547167/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1459462047547167/?d=n
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/14526503748
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/14526503748
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/14526503748
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1487522821407756/?sfnsn=wiwspmo&extid=bajXeDKEr7ltBdvz
https://www.facebook.com/127466294080089/posts/1487522821407756/?sfnsn=wiwspmo&extid=bajXeDKEr7ltBdvz
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1485490268277678&id=127466294080089&sfnsn=wiwspmo&extid=ACokmDtsIEy9Eyiw
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1485490268277678&id=127466294080089&sfnsn=wiwspmo&extid=ACokmDtsIEy9Eyiw
https://www.instagram.com/p/B8nuGIBHhzu/?igshid=1b01qntpzn4xr
https://www.instagram.com/p/B8nuGIBHhzu/?igshid=1b01qntpzn4xr
https://www.instagram.com/p/B8nuGIBHhzu/?igshid=1b01qntpzn4xr
https://www.instagram.com/p/B8V3v3xHwJd/?igshid=1qi4dcdvbq2c2
https://www.instagram.com/p/B8V3v3xHwJd/?igshid=1qi4dcdvbq2c2
https://www.instagram.com/p/B8V3v3xHwJd/?igshid=1qi4dcdvbq2c2
https://www.instagram.com/p/B8C450nHwC6/?igshid=krtecj8zc5u
https://www.instagram.com/p/B8C450nHwC6/?igshid=krtecj8zc5u
https://www.instagram.com/p/B8C450nHwC6/?igshid=krtecj8zc5u
https://www.instagram.com/p/B7sq6-GnvFB/?igshid=tolkz1v85lf0
https://www.instagram.com/p/B7sq6-GnvFB/?igshid=tolkz1v85lf0
https://www.instagram.com/p/B7sq6-GnvFB/?igshid=tolkz1v85lf0
https://www.instagram.com/p/B7sq6-GnvFB/?igshid=tolkz1v85lf0
https://www.instagram.com/p/B7sq6-GnvFB/?igshid=tolkz1v85lf0


2. Challenges: 

 
a. Restrictions laid down on girls and women: The community was very conservative and restrictions were placed on 

girls which  made it difficult to collect surveys on the incidences of sexual harassment in the community. 
b. Taboo around discussing about sexual harassment: Families did not allow their girls or women to participate in the 

surveys given  the topic of discussion. 
c. Time with the women: Most of the women did not want to speak in front of their families or have the time to attend 

sessions during the day. 
d. Unforeseen challenges: like heavy rains, floods, unplanned elections, political tensions and local group rivalries. 
 

 
 

The challenges that we came across during this campaign made us change our approach of addressing the issue of 
sexual  harassment.  
1. We started meeting the women one by one in the comfort of their homes. Sessions were held on weekends and in 

the evenings. 
2. The Youth Leadership program empowered the youth  to make them feel confident in various aspects of their life. This 

propelled their families to allow them to engage (even post 7 pm).  
3. By moving the focus from just  raising concerns around the incidents of sexual harassment and  increasing girls 

access to public spaces  we encouraged the community to advocate with the local municipality officers and police 
help address their issues and strengthen redressal systems.  
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Way Forward 

 

- Continue to focus on “Youth Leaders Development” to empower them to bring about further change. 

- Visits to the community at least once in two months. 
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Red Dot Foundation (CIN U93000MH2014NPL259081) 

Reg Office: 7 Sea View, Four Bungalows, Andheri West, Mumbai 400053, India  

www.safecity.in info@safecity.in @pinthecreep 

We would like to thank Amplify Change for giving us this opportunity to work on a Safe 
Neighbourhood campaign in Pune and Point of View for being our fiscal partner. 

THANK YOU! 

http://www.safecity.in/
mailto:info@safecity.in
mailto:info@safecity.in

